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INTRODUCTION

We investigate, in this paper, the circumstances under which two rational
functions, ®(z) and *P(z), each of degree greater than unity,t are such that

</>[y(z)] = v[o(i)].
A pair of functions of this type will be called permutable.
A memoir devoted to this problem has recently been published by Julia.J
When 0(z) and W(z) are polynomials, and are such that no iterate of one is
identical with any iterate of the other, Julia shows how ®(z) and W(z) can
be obtained from the formulas for the multiplication of the argument in the
functions e* and cosz. His other results are mainly of a qualitative nature,
and deal with the manner in which ®(z) and *V(z)behave when iterated.
Certain of Julia's results have been announced independently by Fatou.§
Fatou's method is identical with that of Julia.
The method used in the present paper differs radically from that of Julia
and Fatou, and leads to results of much greater precision. Its chief yield is the
THEOREM. If the rational functions ®(z) and ^(z), each of degree greater
than unity, are permutable, and if no iterate of ®(z) is identical tvith any
iterate of *P(z),\\ there exist a periodic meromorphic function f(z), and fmr
numbers a, b, c and d, such that

f(az+b)

= ©[/(*)],

f(cz + d) = «P[/(*)l.

The possibilities for f(z) are: any linear function of e*, cosz, pz; in the
lemniscatic case (g8 = 0), p*z; in the equianharmonic case (,a2= 0), p'z
* Presented to the Society, February 24, 1923.
T The case in which one of the functions is linear will be met incidentally in § X.
X Mémoire sur la permutabilité des fractions rationnelles, Annales
de l'Ecole Nor-

male Supérieure,
vol. 39 (1922), pp. 131-215.
§ Paris Comptes Rendus, Oct. 10, 1921.
|| The condition that no common iterate exists is certainly satisfied if the degrees of the
two functions are relatively prime.
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and fsz. These are, essentially, the only periodic meromorphic functions
which have rational multiplication theorems.*
The multipliers a and c must be such that if » is any period of f(z), a»
and cm are also periods otf(z).
lip represents the order olf(z), that is, the number of times f(z) assumes
any given value in a primitive period strip or in a primitive period parallelogram, the products

6(1 —e2*^),

dd — e2***)

must be periods oîf(z).

Finally,
(a — l)i—(c

—1)6

must be a period of f(z).
The condition that O(z) and W(z) have no iterate in common, can be
replaced by one which is certainly not stronger, and which is satisfied, for
instance, if there does not exist a rational function a(z), of degree greater

than unity, such that
0(e) = f[a(z)],

*P(e) =

ip[a(z)],

where <¡p
(z) and </'U) are rational.
The existence of the periodic function f(z) is demonstrated by a method
which is almost entirely algebraic. It would be interesting to know whether
a proof can also be effected by the use of the Poincaré function» employed

by Julia.
Of the periodic functions listed above, the linear integral functions of e" and
of cos z are the only ones whose multiplication theorems will produce a pair
of permutable polynomials. In all other cases, at least one of the functions
O(z) and W(z) will be fractional. In §X we settle completely the case in which
O(z) and W(z) are both polynomials, obtaining the
THEOREM. IfW(z) and ^(z) are a pair of permutable polynomials (nanlinear), which do not come from the multiplication theorems of e* and cos z,
there exist a linear integral function X(z) and a polynomial
0(z) = zB(zr),
* These Transactions,

vol. 23 (1922), p. 16.
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where R(z) is a polynomial, such that

0(z) - A-MüflM[¿«]},

V(*) = l-*{%flfr>[A(#)]},

wAere (?(i)(£) represents the ith iterate of 0(z), and where ex and e2 are rth roots

of unity.
Thus, neglecting a linear transformation, ®(z) and *¥(z) are iterates of
the same polynomial, multiplied sometimes by roots of unity.
As to the permutable fractional functions which do not come from the
multiplication theorems (and which therefore have an iterate in common), we
give a method for constructing them, which, while it is not everything to be
desired, still throws considerable light upon the functions under consideration.
This method, which involves two types of operations, applies to all rational
functions, integral or fractional.
Let ®(z) and ^(z) be two permutable rational functions. If there exist
three rational functions, y(z), ip(z) and a(z), each of degree greater than
unity, such that
O(z) =

a[f(z)},

V(t) =

a[xp(z)\,

and that y [a(z)] is permutable with ip [a(z)], we shall call the act of passing
from ®(z) and *P(z) to <¡p[ff(¿0]and w[o(z)] an operation of the first type.
If ®(z) and W(z) are permutable, it is evident that ®[1J(z)] will be permutable both with ®(z) and with W(z). We shall call the act of passing from
®(z) and W(z) to ®[W(z)] and ®(z), or to ®[W(z)] and W(z), an operation
of the second type.
We show in § X that if ®(z) and ^(z) do not comefrom the multiplication
theorems of the periodic functions, there exists a linear function l(z) such that
X-^QXiz) and X-11JX(z) can be obtained by repeated operations of the above
two types, starting from a pair of functions

zB(f),

ezR(zr),

where R(z) is a rational function, and where eis an rth root of unity (sometimes

unity itself).
For polynomials, only operations of the second type are necessary, and we
obtain the explicit formulas given above. In the case of the fractional functions, however, operations of the first type are sometimes necessary, so that
there exist permutable pairs of fractional functions which come neither from
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the multiplication theorems of the periodic functions, nor from the iteration
of a function.
We have not succeeded thus far in determining all cases in which operations
of the first type are possible. In fact, an illustration of the operations of that
type, given in § X, will probably weaken any a priori conviction one might
have to the effect that formulas as explicit as those stated above for polynomials can be found for the permutable fractional functions which have an
iterate in common. It will not be inconceivable that too little order may
prevail among the functions of that class for a complete enumeration of them

to be possible.
The present paper is the outcome of efforts to solve, for fractional functions, the problem settled for polynomials in our paper Prime and composite
polynomials*

l. Preliminaries
What we do principally in this section is to recall certain results proved in
the above mentioned paper on prime and composite polynomials, on which the
work in the present paper will be based.
Let y (z) and i/>(z) be two rational functions of the respective degrees
r>lands>l.
Let F(z) = y [ip (z)]. We put

w = F(z) = v(u).

a = «/'(z).

It is easy to see the Riemann surface for F~1(w) is related to those for
y~l(w) and VJ_1(w)- Suppose that, for u = c, i/'_1(w) bas a critical point
with a certain number of cycles. As ^(w)
assumes no value more than
once on its Riemann surface, F~1(w) will surely have a critical point for
w = f(c). If the value c is assumed by a branch ux of f~*(w) which is
uniform in the neighborhood of <r(c), those branches of F~1(w) for which
i[>(z)= Mj will be ramified at q(c) as the branches of tfr~1(u) are at c. If
the value c is assumed by a cycle of p branches of f~1(w), each cycle of
t/'_1(«) at « = c will lead to a cycle of F~1(w) at y(c) with p times as
many sheets. If q~l(w) has a critical point for w = d, and if none of the
points u = 9p-1(d) is a critical point of ip~1(u), then each cycle of f~x(w)
at d leads to s cycles of the same number of sheets for F-1 (m;) at d.
We call the sum of the orders of the branch points of an algebraic function
which are superimposed on each other at a given critical point the index of
the function at the point. The sum of the indices of the inverse of a rational
function of degree r, for all of its critical points, is 2r — 2.
* These Transactions,

vol. 23 (1922), p. 51.
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It is easy to see that the index of F~l(w), at any critical point w0 of
9"1 («0> is at least s times the index of y_1(w) at w0. Also, if the index of
F-1 (w) at iv0 is g, and if w0 is not a critical point of y_1(w), then V-1(")
must have critical points whose affixes are values of y-1 (tu) at w0, and the
sum of whose indices is q.
With respect to the group of monodromy of F^iiv),
the rs branches of
F(w) break up into r systems of imprimitivity, such that if the branches
(1)

zuzt,...,zs

constitute one of these systems, we have
(2)

<M*i) — rp(Zi) = ••• =

ip(zs).*

These r systems are said to be determined by ip(z).
Conversely, let F(z) be any rational function of degree /•*■whose inverse
has an imprimitive group. If (1) is a system of imprimitivity of the group
of F~x (w), there exists a rational function */>(¿), of degree s, for which (2)

holds, and we have
F(z) = <p[rp(z)],

where <p(z)is a rational function of degree r. If another rational function
determines the same systems of imprimitivity as xp(z), it is a linear function
of ip(z).
Suppose that ( 1 ) can be broken up into smaller systems of imprimitivity,
each containing t letters, and let a(z) be the rational function of degree t
which determines these systems. Then ty(z) is a rational function of a(z).i
We shall deal next with five rational functions of degrees greater than
unity; <fx(z) and f2(z), each of degree r, Vi (z) and ipt (z), each of degree s,
and F(z). We suppose that

F(z) = fi[il>,($)] = Vi[SPi(*)lWe put w = F(z), u = ipi(z) and v = <p2(z),so that

w = fi(u) = Vi(*0* Loc. cit., p. 54.
T Loc. cit., p. 55.
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The function (ps(z) determines r systems of imprimitivity of the group
oiF-^w),
Ul,Ut.Ur,

each containing s letters, while q>t(z) determines the s systems

V1}V„ ...,va,

each containing r letters. If w describes a closed path, the sets U are permuted like the branches of y"1 (iv), and the sets V like the branches of

vr1*»-

In what follows, we shall assume that each system U has exactly one letter
in common with each system V. We see directly that if some substitution
of the group of F'1 (w) interchanges the letters of some set 7¿ among themselves, it interchanges the sets U with a substitution similar to that which it
effects on the letters of 7».
A point (w, u) on the Riemann surface of yf * (w) for which w is a critical
point of yf1 (w) or of xp~l (w) (that is of F'1 (w)) will be called &point of
f^1 (w). A point of rpï1 (w) is defined similarly. If p branches coalesce at
a point, we shall say that the point is of order p. Thus a point of order p is
a branch point of order p — 1.
A point of order unity will be called a simple point. If y~x (tv) has a point
of order p for w = w0, and if ip^1 (w) bas a critical point at w0 where its
branches undergo a substitution whose order is not a factor of p, the point
of order p will be called an A-point of yj"1 (w). An ,4-point of ip*1 (to) is
defined similarly. If w0 is a critical point of xp\~l(w), every simple point
which y"1 (w) may have at w0 is an 4-point of yf1 (w).
Suppose that ^^(w) has a point of orders for w = w0, and let the value
of tp1~1(w)at the point be v0. Suppose that as w makes a turn about u>0,the
branches of ^(w)
undergo a substitution 8\ S will be identity if w0 is not
a critical point of yj-1(w). Let w execute p turns about w0, so that the branches
of «¡pf1(w), and therefore the systems U, undergo the substitution Sp. Let Vi
be one of those branches of xp\~1(w)which coalesce at the point of orders
now under consideration. As w makes p turns about w0, the value of vj makes
a single turn about v0. Thus, by the p turns, the letters of Vi are interchanged among themselves; hence the substitution which these letters undergo
is similar to Sp. This means that when v makes a turn about v0, the branches
of ^(v) undergo a substitution similar to Sp.
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Thus, a necessary and sufficient condition that f^l(v) have a critical point
at v0, is that the value v0 be assumed by ip~l(w) at an A-point. A similar result

holds for VrH«)II. THE THREE SEQUENCES

We deal with the two permutable functions ®(z) and 'P(z), of the respective
degrees m > 1 and n > 1, and write

w _ F(z) =

®[W(z)] =

V[0(*)],

or, more briefly,

F =

Q>iV=

W®.

The greatest single source of work in this paper is the possibility of the
existence of a rational function ff0(2), of degree greater than unity, such that

® = n°o,

v = «Mo>

where y>0(z)and %(z) are rational (even linear). Wherever the contrary is
not stated, we shall assume that such a ff0(^) exists.
With a view towards securing later a sharp separation of permutable pairs
of functions into two classes, we establish now a definite method for selecting
a0(z). We proceed as follows. As F = ®1', the function W(z) determines
m systems of imprimitivity of the group of F~l(w), each containing n letters.
Also, if *V= \pQff0,the function a0(z) determines systems of imprimitivity of
the group of F_1(w). Two branches, zx and z2, will be in the same one of the
systems determined by a0(z) if a0(zx) = ff0(*,). But as W(Zi) = Wfa) in
this case, zx and z2 are both in one system determined by ^(z). Hence every
system determined by a0(z) is contained in a system determined by ^(z), so
that each system determined by W(z) is composed of one or more systems
determined by ff0(z). A similar fact is true of ®(z).
Thus, given any system determined by ®(z), there is at least one system
determined by *V(z)with which it has more than one letter in common. Now,
it is a simple consequence of the elementary notions on imprimitivity that if
a group has two sets of systems of imprimitivity, there exists a number t0,
such that if a system of the first set has at least one letter in common with
a system of the second set, it has precisely t0 letters in common with it. These
systems of t0 letters are themselves systems of imprimitivity.
We shall suppose, in what follows, that ff0(^)is so taken that it determines
the systems of imprimitivity of t0 letters just shown to exist. This determines
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a0(z) to within a linear function, and the particular disposition made in regard
to this linear function is of no importance for what follows.
We see now that there exists no rational function ß(z), of degree greater

than unity, such that
SPo=

tß,

H>o— %ß,

where Ç(z) and ? (z) are rational. If there did, each system of the group of
F*1 (to) determined by ®(z) would have more than t0 letters in common with
some system determined by ^(z).

We have
5PoffoVoffo =

Vo°oSPoffo.

so that
(3)

<r0°oVo =

Vo^oSPo-

Let the degrees of 9ù(z), tp0(z), ao(e) be >'o>«o> to, respectively. We
represent each member of (3) by G. The function ff01//0determines r0 systems
of imprimitivity of the group of G~x* each containing s0 t0 letters. Also,
ff0fo determines s0 systems of imprimitivity of the group of G"1, each containing r010 letters. The s0 t0 letters in any system determined by ff0i//0 are
distributed among the s0 systems determined by a0 y0. Hence given any
system determined by a0 xp0, there is some system determined by ff0y>0with
which it has at least t0 letters in common. Thus, by what goes before, there
exists a number tx > t0, such that if a system determined by a0 ip0 has at least
one letter in common with a system determined by ff0sr0>the two systems
have precisely t¡.letters in common. The systems determined by a0 ip0 and by
ff0ff0 break up into a third set of systems of imprimitivity, which are determined by a function ax (z), of degree tx. Also, we have
°b fo =

f i ffi,

a0 ip0 =

tpxax,

where yx (z) and ipx(z) are rational functions of the respective degrees rx < r0
and sx<s0. Furthermore, there exists no rational ß(z) of degree greater

than unity such that
where £(z) and !(¿) are rational. Finally, by (3),
y0 *pi<to =

V'oVi^o»

* If fa is linear, we have to consider all of the branches of GT as forming a single
system of imprimitivity.
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so that
y0 ^1 =

V'o9>i•

We now subject the permutable functions (fXax and xpxax* to the treatment
given above to ®(z) and ^(z). What follows is plain. There exist three
sequences
(A)

tf0, <px,(ft, ...,

<fi,-

(B)

xp0,xpx,xp2, ...,rpit

(C)

ff0, ffi, o2, . . ..

....
ff,-,-

the degrees of the functions in the first two sequences being non-increasing,
those of the functions in the third sequence non-decreasing, and the following
relations holding for every i:

ff¿ fi

=

<piat tpi ff, =

xpi a¡ <¡piff,-,

fi-rl

ff, xpi =

ffí+i,

V*+i °í+l >

<píV'i+i= y>iyi+i;
furthermore, for no i does a function ß(z) of degree greater than unity exist
such that

<r¡= Cß.

xpi= %ß,

where t(z) and t(z) are rational.
For the case in which no a0(z) exists, we define the sequences (A) and (B)

by the equations

and all facts proved for (A) and (B) when ((7)exists will hold also in this case.
From the monotonie character of the degrees of the functions in the three
sequences, and from the fact that the degree of every o-,(*) is not greater
than the smaller of m and n, we derive the
CONCLUSION.There exist a subscript i0, and three integers r, s and t, such
that, for i > i0, (pi(z), xpi(z) and Oi(z) are of the respective degrees r, s and t.
* We have from (3), <r0<p<,
<r„<pa= tr„ <f>0
<r„p„.
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From this point on, until we come to the last section of our paper, we shall
work under the assumption that r and s each exceed unity. We assume, that
is, that for no i is one of the permutable functions «¡p¿
ff¿and y>iff,-a rational
function of the other. This understood, we prove the important
LEMMA. There exist a subscript ix, and two integers h<4
and k < 4, such
that, for i > ix, every y>i(z) is of degree r, while its inverse has precisely h
critical points; and every xpi(z) is of degree, s, while its inverse has precisely k

critical points.

We write
W =

F(Z)

=

<fi [l//i+i (Z)]

=

«/<,[yiJ-! (*)],

and assume that i > i0, so that <p¿(z) and y»+i (z) are each of degree r, and
tpi (z) and j/Zj+i(z) each of degree s. As there exists no non-linear rational
ß(z) such that y,-+1= £ß, wi+i='§ß,
where Ç(z) and Ç(z) are rational,
each of the systems of imprimitivity of the group of F"1 (w) determined by
9>»+i(z) has precisely one letter in common with each system determined
by ipi+i (z). Hence we can employ the notion of the 4-point.
Suppose that y"1 has g critical points, wx, .... wg. We seek a lower
bound for the sum of the indices of ipr1 at these g points. That sum equals
g s—;', where j is the number of points which xpr1 has at wx, ..., wg. If p
of these points are simple points, the others'—p are at least of order 2, and
we have

(4)

2(j-p)

+ p<gs,

so that ^ < (gs+p)l2,
and the sum of the indices of xpry at wx, .... wg is
at least (gs — p)/2. We observe that if one of the j points is of order greater
than 2, or if there are fewer than p simple points, (4) must be an inequality,
and the sum of the indices of ip~L &twx,...,wg
will exceed (gs —p)l2.
Suppose now that yTj^ has fewer than g critical points. Then xpr1 must
have fewer than g simple points at wx, .. ,,tog, for every such simple point
of xpr1 is an .á-point, and yields a critical point of yji. Hence the sum of the
indices of i//"1 at wx, ..., wg exceeds (gs — g)l2 and we have

il=JL<28-2.
so that g < 4. Thus yr1 has three critical points, and y¿¿ has two.
At each of the two critical points of y£¿, its r branches must be permuted
in a single cycle. From the manner in which the critical points of y>~¿2
depend
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on those of fj^v we see that, at every critical point of f^2, its branches
undergo a substitution which is a power of a cyclic substitution in r letters.
Such a substitution must be regular, that is, it displaces every letter, and the
order of its cycles are all equal. It follows that, for j>i,
the critical points
of every fj1 have regular substitutions. Hence at every critical point of
fj~l(j > i), all of the branches of fj1 are permuted, so that the index of »r1, at
each of its critical points, is at least r/2. As the sum of the indices of every fj1
is 2r — 2, every fjx has either two critical points or three.
If a fj1 (j > i) has three critical points, it cannot have one at which its
branches are permuted in a single cycle ; in that case the sum of its indices
would exceed 2r — 2. Hence f7¿ must also have three critical points,
for je1 cannot transmit to yj^ a critical point with a single cycle.
We see now that if fj*x has fewer critical points than qp:-1,then, either
each fj1 has two critical points ioxj>i,
or else, for,;' sufficiently large,
each yr1 has three critical points. It remains only to settle the case in which,
for every i > i0, qr£¿ has at least as many critical points as yr1. In this case,
since f^1 cannot have more than 2r — 2 critical points, is is evident that an
A exists, such that, for i sufficiently large, each y"1 has precisely A critical
points. When yr1 and f^ have an equal number of critical points, we find
that the g of the preceding page does not exceed 4. Hence A < 4.
The argument for <pi(z)holds also for xpi(z), and the lemma is proved.

in. THE CRITICALPOINTS OF fTl ANDtpj*

From this point on, every subscript i will be understood to be not less than
the ix of the preceding lemma. We assume also that A > k; if this is not so at

the start, we need only interchange the designations of ®(z) and ^(z). Let
A = 4, and let the critical points of yr1 be wx, ..., u>4. If ipT1 has p < 4
simple points &twx, ,. ,,wi} the sum of the indices of xpf1 at wx, ..., wKis
at least (4s—p)l2;
if one of the points of xp^1 at wx, ..., m>4is of order
greater than 2, this lower bound must be increased. We must thus have

(5)

^=£

< 2*-2.

If p were less than 4, or if xpf1had a point of order greater than 2 at wx,..., u>4
(5) could not hold. Hencep — 4, and those points of xpT1at wx, ..., w^which
are not simple are all of order 2. Furthermore, it is clear that xp*1can have
no critical points other than wx, ..., wt.
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We shall see below that the points of y"1 are also all of order 2, except
four which are simple.
Let h = 3, and let the critical points of yr1 be a, 6, and c. We show first
that t/;"1 has no critical points other than a,b, c.
Suppose first that s y 3. If a were not a critical point of i/ç1, tftf1 would
have at least four simple points at a, so that g£¿ would have at least four
critical points. Hence a, and similarly 6 and c, are critical points of tfÇ1.
As k < 3, tpjiy can have no other critical points.
Let s =■■3. If a is not a critical point of ipr1, ipr1 must have no simple
point at 6 or at c. This means that the branches of ipr1 are permuted in
a single cycle at 6 and at c, so that 6 r.nd c are the only critical points of t/zr1.
Let s — 2; xpr1 has just two branch points, which are both simple. If one
or both of these were not placed at a, b, c, at least two of these latter points
would not be critical points of tf/f1, and ipr1 would have at least four ^.-points.
Thus, when h = 3, tpr1 has no critical points other than a, 6, c. When
h = 3, we must have r > 3. But we have seen above that when h = 3 and
k = 2, we have s <i 3. Hence, in the case of h = 3, it is legitimate to assume

that r > s. In §§ V, VII, VIII, IX, which deal with the case of h = 3, it will
be understood, unless otherwise stated, that r^>s.
Suppose that h = 3, and that at the critical points a, 6, c, of ^r1, the
branches of <prl undergo substitutions of orders ot-, ßi} n, respectively. The
function i/'r1 must have precisely three yl-points. Let x be the sum oí the
orders of the /1-points of xpr1 at a, y at 6 and z at c. The orders of those
points of ipr1 at a which are not ^.-points are divisible by a¿. Hence their
number is at most (s — r)/ai. Thus, the total number of points of if/T1 at
a, b, c is at most

As ipr1 has no critical points other than a, 6, c, the sum of its indices at
a, b, eis 2s —2. This means that tp¡~*has s + 2 points at a, 6, v. Thus the
expression (6) is at least # + 2, and we find, directly.

(7)

Í-+1-4
l >l-I
ßi
ïi

«¡:

x

+ i-(^
+ f+-'-).
K \ a¿
Pi
Yi I

In particular, the first member of (7) exceeds (1 — 1/s). Suppose that xprx
has at a an .d-point of order g. This .4-point gives rise to a critical point of
y~\ at which the branches of yrj^ undergo a substitution similar to the ath
power of the substitution which the branches of y"1 undergo at a. The order,
call it a,+1, of the substitution at this critical point of y-^ is «, divided by
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the greatest common divisor of a, and g. Certainly, then, 1/aj+i is not greater
than g I ai. It is easy now to see that

±. + JL + JL > _L_ 4-— + -L-,
«j

A-

?'i ~= «i+i

Ai+i y<+i'

so that

(8)

± + i-4--L>l--1-4-i-(-L-4-J_4--i-).

But the quantity in parentheses in the second member of (8) exceeds 1 — Ils,
the lower bound secured above for the first member. Hence

1,1
«i

1,1
ßi

n

s

1 /,

1\

.« \

s!

,1
*»

This gives a new lower bound for the quantity in parentheses in (8), which,
when substituted, shows that the first member is not less than 1—Ils9. As
this process may be repeated indefinitely, we arrive at the
FUNDAMENTALRELATION

(9)

.l + j_ + i.>i.
ai

ßi

Yi

When A = 4, the same procedure leads easily to the result that the sum
of the reciprocals of the orders of the substitutions at the four critical points of
qpr1is at least 2. As each order is at least 2, each order must be precisely 2.
Thus, all points of opr1 which are not simple are of order 2. It follows, as
at the beginning of this section, that tpr1 has precisely four simple points.
We suppose finally that A = 2. Two cases have to be considered:
(a) Either r or s exceeds 2. In this case, opr1 and xpr1 must have the same
two critical points, else one of them would have more than two simple points,
and these would be .¿-points. At both critical points, the branches of both
functions are permuted in single cycles.
(6) r — s = 2. In this case, y"1 and xp*1cannot have the same two

critical points, else neither would have an ¿-point. If they had no critical
point in common, each would have four ¿-points. Hence we may assume
that (p^1has simple branch points at each of two points a and 6, and that
ip~l has one simple branch point at a, and one at a third point r.
39
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In what follows, special attention has to be given to certain cases in
which s is small. A device which would permit us to assume that r and s are
arbitrarily large, one based, for instance, on replacing the permutable functions
by iterates of themselves, would eliminate many painful paragraphs.
IV. THE MULTIPLICATIONFORMULASFOR e*; THE POWERS OF Z

We consider the case in which h = 2, and in which r and s are not both 2.
In this case, q>~1and tpr1 each have the same two critical points, ai and br
Both branch points of either function are A-points of that function. Also,
the values a¿+i and 6¿+i which cp~l assumes at its A-points are the same two
values which t/»"1 assumes at its A-points, for these are the affixes of the
critical points of q>~r£x
and $>¡+v*
Turning now to the sequence (C), we shall prove that err1 has no critical
points other than Oj+i and 6¿+i. Suppose that ff"1 has such critical points
other than a¿+i and 6<+i, and let m be the sum of its indices at those additional critical points. As nu < 21 — 2, there is an i for which »n¿is a maximum.
Suppose that it is this / with which we are dealing. Consider the relation
(10)

ff,-<pi =

(piH a,-,.

From a remark made at the beginning of § I, we see that the sum of the
indices of qpr1 or1 at the critical points of or1 other than Oi+i and 6¿+i is at
least rmi. Turning to the second member of (10) we see that ff¿¿ has critical
points whose affixes are not values of qpr^ at ai+1 and bi+1, that is, not ai+2
or 6j-i-2,at which the sum of its indices is at least rw„. This contradicts the
assumption that m» is a maximum.
Thus the inverses of <p¿o¿and i/>¿ff¿have the two critical points a¿, 6¿, at
which all of their branches are permuted in single cycles. From this, and from
the relation
(ijtpi

=

^i+1ffi+1,

it follows that the two critical points of tpy1 are the values which or1 assumes
at ai-i-iand 6¿+i. Hence the inverse of
F = (piat ipi at
* It is not necessary that ?~l and <p~l should assume the same value at a particular

¿-point
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has only the two critical points Oj and 6,. Also, from the condition of permutability, we see that the two values a, and 6, are assumed by the inverses of
both (piCi and xpiai at a,: and 6,. These same values are assumed by F*1 at
a, and bi.
The relation
q>i at xpi a-, =

ai-X q>i-X «-,:_! #/_i

shows that ff,_i has no critical point other than a, and 6,;, and that the inverse
of q>i-xff,_i Vi-x has no critical points other than a,_i and 6j_i, the values
(so we designate them) which ur* assumes at its critical points. Hence the
inverse of the function
<pi-i «i-i

y>i-i ff,-i

=

xpi-i ff,-_i op,-! ff,:_!

has no critical points other than o¿-i and 6,_i.
Thus the inverses of q>i-xff¿_iand V,-i ff,-i have a,-i and 6¿-i as their only
critical points, and the values assumed by the inverses at their critical points
are Oi-i and 6,_i.
Continuing thus, we find that the inverses of the original permutable functions
0> =

n tto,

tfi =

'Pa "o

have two critical points a0 and 60, and that the values of ®~l and V-1 at
their critical points are a0 and 60.
The statement just made in regard to ® (z) and ^(z) holds also if no ff0
exists; it is only necessary to discard those parts of the proof which
involve a a.
Let X(z) be any linear function such that X(a0) = 0, and ¿(60) = oo. Let
(/,, =

10X-1.

W, =

/. WX-1.

Then ®~l and V"1 have the two critical points 0 and oo, and their values
at these points are 0 and oo.

It follows that
</>,(*) ^

'¡z'\

VA*) = fgl-

wherep «= +m, and g = db«. If we multiply X(z) by a suitable constant,
we will have t¡ = 1. The condition of permutability then gives e?-1 = 1.
Thus all pairs of permutable functions, of the type considered in this section,
are found by transforming with a linear function the permutable pair zp and fz1'
where p and q are positive or negative integers, and where f*-1 = 1.
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V. THE MULTIPLICATIONFORMULASFOR COSZ

This section and §§ VII, VHT,IX will handle the cases in which h — 3.
We saw in § III that it is permissible to assume, when h = 3, that r > s;
where the contrary is not stated, this assumption will be understood to hold.
In all cases for which h = 3, we represent the critical points of yr1 by
a», bi, a, and the orders of the substitutions which the branches of yr1
undergo at a¿, bi, a by «j, ßi, n, respectively. The orders of the substitutions which the branches of ipr1 undergo at o¿, 6¿, c¿ we denote by a\, ß\, r'i,
respectively.
We consider in this section the case in which, for some i>ix, two of the
orders «¿, ßi,n, say a¿ and ßi, equal 2. The i used in this section is supposed
to be of the type just described, and stays fixed throughout our work.
Consider first the case in which k = 3. We know that the critical points
of ipr1 are ai,bi,Ci. We are going to show that «£ = ßi = 2.
As r>3,
and as the branch points of <pj-1at Oi and 6¿ are all simple, qjr1
has at least four points (together) at a¿ and 6¿. If a¿ and ßi both exceeded 2,
all of these points would be A-points, whereas we know that <pfx has only
three A-points. We may suppose thus that a\ = 2.
If r > 6, çpr1 has at least four points at h, so that ßi is also 2. The cases
in which r < 6, which create a type of nuisance of which there will be more
later, we have to examine in detail.
Suppose that ßi >■2. If r = 6, <prl must have three branch points (simple),
at 6*; if it had fewer, it would have four or more A-points at 6¿. Hence,
a'i+i, ßl+i, y'i+i, the orders of the substitutions at the critical points of ip¡+x,
are all equal. Thus, by (9), 3/etj+i > 1, and <*i+iis either 3 or 2.
Suppose that aí+i = 3. As the branch points of y-1 at 6» are all simple,
the substitutions at the critical points of xf)~^xare all similar to the square of
the substitution which the branches of xprLundergo at bi, so that ßi = 6, or
ßi = 3. If ßi = 6, we see, remembering that r^s, that s = 6. This produces the absurdity that the sum of the indices of tpr^ is 12, or more than
2s — 2. If ßi = 3, we have s > 3. If s > 3, then, since ßi is prime to ßi,
V,"1 has at least two A-points at h, so that cp^ must have at least two
critical points at which its branch points are simple. This contradicts the
fact that «¿+1,ß'i+i, y'i+i all equal 3, for we saw above that one of them must
be 2 if two of ai+i, ßi+i, ri+i are 2. Finally, if s = 3, tpr1 has an A-point
at Of, as well as at bi, so that the argument just used applies.
Suppose that aí+i — 2. The index of i/r^ cannot exceed s 12 at any

critical point. Hence,

3^2,-2.
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or s <j4. We cannot have s = 3, as xp^ would have only three simple
branch points in that case. If s = 4, there must be two simple branch points at
each critical point of Vî+V Hence ifâ1 would have an even number of ¿-points,
whereas it must have three. This completes the proof that ßi — 2 when r = 6.
When r = 5, cor1 has at least one ¿-point at a,. If ßi > 2, it would have
at least three at 6. Thus ßi — 2.
Suppose that /•= 4 and that ßi = 2. We must have s < 4, so that $ < 4.
If opr1has two simple branch points both at a, and at 6¿, we may suppose
that the substitutions at these points are (12) (34) and (13) (24) respectively.
Hence the substitution at a is (14) (23). This, as seen above, leads to the
absurdity that opr1has an even number of ¿-points.
Thus opr1must have two simple points, either at a¿ or at 6,. As opr1 has
at least two ¿.-points at 6, when ß'i>2, the simple points cannot be at a,,
else op-1would have at least four ¿-points. Then opr1 has a simple branch
point and two simple points at 6,. Suppose that s = 4. If ßi were 4, xp-^
would have two critical points of index 3, and a third critical point, which is
impossible, since the sum of its indices is 6. If ßi. were 3, we would have
a'i+1 = ß'i+1= y'í+x— 3, and also çpr^ would have two critical points with
only simple branch points, which come from the two ¿-points of xp-1 at 6,.
This was proved impossible above. If s = 3, and ßi = 3, v¡+i would have
three critical points of index 2, an impossibility.
Suppose that r — 3 and that ßi > 2. We find the absurdity that xpT1^has
two critical points of index 2 which come from &,-,and a third critical point
which comes from a¿.

We have proved that ai = ßi = 2.
We shall now show that opr1and xpr1 each have two simple points (two in
all), at Ofand 6,. Consider opr1for instance. If r is odd, the two simple points
certainly exist. In the case where r is even, if there were no such simple
points, the sum of the indices of opr1 at a¿ and 6¿ would be r. Hence the index
at Ciwould be r — 2, and gen-1would have precisely two points at c,. These
would be the only possible ¿-points of opt1, whereas there have to be three.
It follows from the above that, at a, all of the branches of opr1are permuted
in a single cycle. The same is true of xpT1.
We examine now the case in which A = 3, a, = ßi = 2, and k = 2.
As seen in § III, s must be 3 or 2. If s were 3, the two branch points of xpr1

would be points of order 3. At least one of them would be situated either
at ai or at 6¿, and would be an ¿-point of xp-1. Also xp-1would have 3 ¿-points
at that critical point of opr1which is not a critical point of xpj1.
Thus s = 2. If Oíand 6, were both critical points of ipr1, xp-1would have
only two ¿-points. Hence we may assume that the critical points of tp-1 are

h and c».
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We shall prove that r is odd, from which it will follow that (pr1 has one
simple point at a¿, one at 6», and that its branches are permuted in a single

cycle at c¿.
Suppose, contrarily, that r is even. We know that yr1 cannot have more
than two simple points (in all) at a¿ and h; if it did, its index at c¿ would
exceed r — 1. Then (p~xcan have no simple point at a¿. If it had one, it
would have two, and as tpj1 has two A-points at o¿, çtçj^ would have two
critical points with simple branch points and with four simple points, a con-

dition as impossiblefor grçi as for cor1.
It follows that cpr^ has two critical points with simple branch points and
no simple points. Furthermore, it is permissible to replace i + 1 by i, and to
assume that <p~xhas no simple point at a¿ or at 6¿.
This understood, it follows that yj1 has just two points at c¿, which must
both be A-points. Consider the relation

(11)

F = (piipi+i = </',tpt+i.

From F = fi Vi+i> we see that the two values which F~l assumes at a
are the two values which ^¿ä assumes at its critical points. As only one
branch point of #£¿ is an A-point, only one of the values of F~l at c»can be
an affix of a critical point of q>r*2,or, a fortiori, of fp^+r ^ow ^i+i nas two
critical points with simple branch points and no simple points, at the points
whose affixes are the values of tpr1 at av Hence at the point whose affix is
the value of xpr1 at ci (c¿ is an A-point of t/T1)? töi nas tw0 points, which,
as in the case of (pjx, must be A-points. This, since F = «/'ifi+i, entails the
contradiction that the values of F_1 at a are both affixes of critical points

of VrfV ^ûus r *sodoWhen h = k = 3, the values of qjr1 and tpj-1 at their simple points at a,and bi must be the same, namely, the affixes of the critical points with simple
branch points of f^ and Vrj_V Similarly, çp~xand îpj1 must have the same

single value at a.
Suppose that, when k = 2, (pf1^) = ci+1 and ^(c^)
= c'i+1. We
shall show that cf+1 — c'i+1.
We know that i/r^ has a critical point at ci+l, and that qprj^has a critical
point at c'i+1at which its sheets are permuted in a single cycle. Let c¡+2
and ci+2be the values of ip~^ and 9>~¡_\
at ci+1 and c'i+1respectively. From
(11), since F-1 has only one value at a, we have ci+2 = c'i+2. But since
(pr^ has an A-point where its branches are permuted in a single cycle, ci+2 is
a critical point of V¿+2>and hence of (pr*2. Thus ip^ must have an A-point
at its critical point at ci+l. But the only branch point of Vi+i which is an
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¿-point is the one at which the branches of opr^ are permuted in a single
cycle. Hence ci+1 = cL v
When k = 2, the value of opr1at its simple point at bi is the affix of that
critical point of #r* at which the branches of opr^ are permuted in pairs.
We shall show that the value of opr1at its simple point at a¿ is the affix of
the second critical point of opr^ where its branches are permuted in pairs.
As, by (11), F = xpiopf+1,we see that F_1 has precisely two uniform
branches at av whose values are the values of cpr1^at its simple points. One
of these values is the affix of a critical point of opr^ at which the branches
of (pr1^are permuted in pairs. From F = op¿xp.+1 we see now that at the
point whose affix is the value of opr1at its simple point at av both branches
of xp-1^are uniform, and the value of at least one of them is the affix of
a critical point of opr^. This can be so only if the value of opr1at its simple
point at a¿ is the affix of a critical point of opr^ where the branches of opr^
are permuted in pairs.
From what precedes, we see that when A = 3, and a¿ = ßi = 2, both
opr1 and xpr1 have two simple points at ai and 6¿, and the values of opr1 and
xpr1 at their simple points are the same. We shall call these values ai,1 and
bi+1. Also, at cv opr1 and xpr1 both have their branches permuted in a single
cycle, and assume a common single value, which we shall call ci+l.
It is hardly necessary to mention the fact that for every,;' greater than the i
used in our work above, opr1and xpr1will have the properties proved for opr1

andimprecisely as in the preceding section, we can show that or1 has no critical
points other than o,+i, 6¿+i and c¿+i.
We shall prove now that all branch points which or1 has at ai+1 and 6¿+1
are simple.
Suppose that for some j > i, some of the branch points of ar1 at a.+1
and hj+i are not simple, and let m¡ be the sum of the orders of the branch
points which are not simple. Since mj<2t—2,
there is a j for which m¡
is a maximum. We deal with such a j.
Consider the relation
(12)

Oj cpj =

fj+i aj+x.

We see that the inverse of aj (pj has at a/+i and bj+i branch points which
are not simple, and the sum of whose orders is at least rmj. As the critical
points of ffn* which are values of opr^ at a.+1 and 6J+1are aj+2 and 6J+2, the
values of opr^ at its simple points, and as the branch points of opr/^at a.+1
and bj+1are all simple, we see that ar1^ has branch points at aJ+2 and bJ+2
which are not simple, and the sum of whose orders is at least rm¡. This contradicts the assumption that mj is a maximum.
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Thus, the inverse of (pi o¿ has no critical point other than at, h, a, and at
ai and 6f its branch points are all simple.
If every branch of arl were permuted at ai+1 and at 6f+1, or1 would have
just two distinct values at ci+v for its index at c¿+1would be t—2. Thus (p~l,
since it has three critical points, would have at least one critical point which
is a value assumed by or1 at some point other than ci+l. This means that the
inverse of ffi <fiwould either have more critical points than ot+i, 6¿+i, Cj+i,
or else it would have branch points of order greater than unity at a¿+i or 6¿+i.
This is impossible by (12), according to what we know of the critical points
of the second member of (12). Hence there are, at ai+\ and 6¿+i, precisely
two places on the Riemann surface of aj1 at which gt1 is uniform. By (12),
the value of ff,-1at these are a, and 6,. Also, at c,,., the branches of ff"1 are
permuted in a single cycle, and ar1 (ci+1) = cr
Without difficulty, we see now that the inverse of
F =

fi o-,-y>fo-¿

has the two critical points a¿ and 6¿ at which its branches are permuted in
pairs, and the critical point a at which its branches are permuted in a single
cycle. Also, at a» and fo, there are two places on the surface of F~x at which
F'1 is uniform, and the values of F~x at these places are an and bi. Finally,
F-X(a)==ci.
From the relation
(Pi fff (pi (fi =

ff,_! Ç>i_! ffi-j lpi-l,

we see that ar}x has no critical points other than ai, h, a, that at oh and 6i
its branch points are all simple, and that at c¿ its branches are permuted in
a single cycle. Also, at ai and &ithere are two places on the surface of a~}t
at which ffTi'jis uniform, assuming certain values ai-i and bt-u
We let <rr^j(a) = a-i. It is easy to see that the inverse of

(pi-i (fi-i V«-i
has a critical point at c¿-i at which its branches are permuted in a single
cycle. At Oi-i and &i_i its branches are permuted in pairs, except that there
are two places where the inverse is uniform and takes the values ai and 6i.
Then the inverse of
(pi-l ffi_i tpi-i

ffj-i
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has all its branches permuted in a single cycle at Ci_i; and all its branches
permuted in pairs at a,-i and h-\, except that there are two places where
the inverse is uniform and takes the values a,-i and 6f_i. The value at
Ci-\ IS Cj-i.

Continuing thus, we prove that the inverse of

d) hi = wm
has three critical points a0, 60, c0, where it behaves in the manner already
frequently described.
Also, tf>-1and V'-1 have the critical points a0, 60, c0. It is obvious that
®~1(c0) = *f_1(co) = c0. Furthermore, as ® and W are at least of degree 4,
their inverses both actually have critical points at a0 and 60, so that the
values which each inverse assumes at those places at Oo and 60 where it is
uniform are a«,and 60.
When the sequence (C) does not exist, we may take i = 0, so that
9>o= ^i = ®> %='lf'i=,P.
The values a*, bx, cx, which ®~x and V-1
assume at their simple points and at c0, are seen directly to be the same
as Oq, o0, Co»

Let I (z) be a linear function such that
l(a0)

=

1,

A(60) =

—1,

A(cb) =oo.

Then the inverses of the two permutable functions
0>! =

¿o»*-1,

y/j =

¿y/*-1

have simple branch points at 1 and — 1, and their branches are permuted in
a single cycle at oo. The values of their uniform branches at 1 and — 1 are
1 and —1, and ®r1(ao) = Wrl(co) = oo,

Consider the function cos*. Wherever it assumes either of the values 1
or—1, it assumes it twice. It never assumes the value oo. Hence, if we
operate on cos z with ®~1, the n values of Or1 (cos z) are uniform im kleinen,
and therefore, also, uniform im großen. As (Dr1 assumes the value oo only at oo,
these n functions are entire.
Let f(z) be one of these entire functions. As tf>-1(cos z) assumes a value 1
or — 1 only when cos z is 1 or — 1, and then only through a uniform branch
of ®~1,f(z) cannot assume a value 1 or — 1 unless it assumes it twice. Also,
f(z) is never infinite.
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Consider the function arc cos z. Its only finite critical points are 1 and — 1,

at which its branches are permuted in pairs. Hence, by the same reasoning
used above, there are an infinite number of entire functions arc cos/(¿z). Let
ß(z) be one of these. We shall show that ß(z) is linear.
m

Wherever d>-x(z) is large, its modulus is of the order of Vjië], where m is
the degree of Ox. Now, since

cos z I < e!*',
there is a k such that

\f(z)\ < ket!M.
for every z.

Now if
ß(z) =

u(x,y)+iv(x,y)

were not linear, there would be values of z of large modulus for which

o(x,y) < —1*|,
and hence for which
• \cosß(z)\>-g-.

This contradicts the first inequality for \f(z) \.
Thus there is a relation
COSÍ'

- <ÜX[C0S (pz + q)],

or, what is the same, a relation

(13)
Similarly, we have

cos(a*+6)

= Q)x(ws,z).

cos(cz+d)

=

Wx(cosz).

As the first member of (13) has the primitive period 2nla, and as the second
member has a period 2n, we see that a is an integer. In fact, we must
have a = + m, where m is the degree of Wx. To determine 6, we note that
the first member of (13) must be, like the second, an even function of z.
Hence, when
tx +z2

-- 2/T,
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we must have
azx + az2 4-2 6 = 2 fr/f.
where k is some integer. It follows that 2 6 is a multiple of 27r, so that 6 is
either 0 or n (neglecting multiples of 27r). Similarly, c — ±», and d is
either 0 or n.
Finally, since
cos(ace-4-«d

+ 6)

cos(a<;z4-c6 4-d)

0xWx(cosz).

Wx®x(cosz),

we must have
(a—l)d

~ (r —1)6

(mod27r).

As in the preceding section, all permutable pairs of functions of the type
now considered can be found by transforming ®x (z) and ^ (z) with a linear
function.
VI. THE MULTIPLICATIONFORMULASFOR &Z

We are going to settle, in this section, the following two cases:

(a) A = 4,
(6) h = k — 2 and /• = .« == 2. (See next to last paragraph of § III.)
Let us examine Case (a). We must have k = 4, 3 or 2.
Suppose that k = 4. Then, by § III, opr1 and xpr1 must have the same
foui critical points, at which each has, in all, four simple points. Furthermore,
the four values which xpr1 assumes at its simple points are the same that xpr1
assumes at its simple points, for these four values are the affixes of the
common critical points of opr^ and #r>r
If it = 3, the degree s of xpr1 must be 4, and ipr1 must have three critical
points at which its branches are permuted in pairs. The four simple points
of xpr1 are at a critical point w0 of opr1. As the four critical points of op.7^
will all have the same index that xpr1has at w0, that index must be (r —1)/2.
Hence r is odd, and opr1has one simple point at each of its four critical points.
Suppose that k — 2. We must have 8 = 2. Two of the critical points
of opr1are critical points of xpr1. The other two, call them wx and w3, are not.
We shall show that the four values which opr1assumes at its simple points
are the affixes of the four critical points of xpr^, that is, the four values
of xpr1 at wx and m'2.

Since opr^ has two critical points of the type that opr1 has at wx, and two
of the type that opr1 has at wx, it follows that opr1 has (in all) two simple
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points at wx and wt. The other two simple points of yr1 are A-points of q>fx,
and the values which (p~xtakes at them are critical points of (p^ . We write

F = (pitpi+i= tpiyi+i.
From the relation F = % 9>,+i, we see that, at wx and wt, there are precisely
four places on the Riemann surface of F~x at which F~l is uniform, and that,
at these four places, the values of F~l are the values which tp^ assumes at
its four simple points. Let ux and u2 be the values of qdt1 at its simple
points at wx and wt. From what we have just seen, and from the relation
F = q>.ipi+v it follows that neither ux nor i<tis a critical point of Vtíp
and that the values of V¿+i at «i and w2 are the four values of çpt^ at its
simple points. As at least two of these values are critical points of (prx, it
follows that at least one of the points ux and ut is a critical point of qer^. We
have proved that at least three of the values of yr1 at its simple points are
critical points of <pr*v This implies, of course, that at least three of the values
of 9Ç+1!at its simple points are critical points of (p^2. Going back three sentences, we see that ux and u» are both critical points of <p^1} as was to be
proved.
By similar reasoning, only more briefly, it can be shown that, when k = 3,
ojt1 and tpr1 assume the same four values at their simple points.
We shall now examine Case (6), and show that it may be amalgamated
with Case (a).
Let Oi and 6i be the critical points of g>~x,and ai and a those of xpr1. The
inverse of

F = (pitpi+i = »pi(pi+i
has the three critical points at, h, a, at which its branches are permuted in
pairs.
As qpTj^and ipr¿1have precisely one critical point in common, one, and only
one, of the values of (pf1 at c»equals a value of ipr1 at 6i. Let the values of
ipT1at a be Oi+i and Ci+i, and the values of tpr1 at 6i be«i+i and 6i+i. There
is a point di at which ¡pr1 has the value 6i+i. Evidently ck is distinct from a.
We shall show that di is distinct from Oi and from 6¿.
As a,+i and 6i+i are the critical points of q>rxv and ai+i and Ci+i those of
i^j, one and only one value of qpr^ at c,+i equals a value of tp^x at 6<+i.
Let the values of (p^ at Ci+ibe Oi+2and a+2, and those of VÇ+iat 6i+i be
Oi+2and 6t+2. From F= q>itpi+1,we see that where y^1 takes the value
6ifi, F~l has branches with values Oi+2and 6,+2. But from F= tpifi+i,
we see that at the same point at which one branch of F~x has the value Oi+2,
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another has the value a+2. Hence where F_1 takes the value a,+2, it has at
least three values, and therefore four. Thus F~x cannot assume the value
Oi+2at either a, or 6j, as it has only two distinct values at these points. This
proves that d, is distinct from ai and a.
Let 6,+i and d,+i be the two values of opr1 at d,-. We shall prove that the
values of xpr1 at d,-are Cj-i-iand di+i.
The relation F = op¿xpi+1shows that two of the values of F'1 at cUare
a¿+2and 6¿-|-2.It follows from F= xpi<pi+1that xprx assumes the value a+x at à\.
Thus, since F=xpi xpi+x,three of the values of F_1 at d, are Oi+2,6f+2,c,+2Hence, from F= xpiXpi+1,we see that xp^ assumes the value (H+2at d¿+i.
But the proof above that opr1 assumes the value 6,+i at the same point at
which x})-1assumes the value c,+i proves also that if ^r¿, assumes the value
Ci-l-2
at d,+i, f^x must assume the value 6¿+2at d¿+i. Hence, from F«= V»?>t+i,
we find that xpr1 assumes the value di+i at ¿U.
Returning to Case (a), we denote the critical points of xpr1 and xpr1, for
every i>ix, by a,, 6,, c¿, d,. This will permit us to treat Cases (a) and (6)
together.
The functions a are introduced as in the two preceding cases. It is seen
immediately that or1 has no critical points other than a{+1,6f+1,ci+v di+1, and
that its branch points are all simple. This shows that the inverses of op¿o¿ and
xpia( have no critical points other than a,, etc., that their branch points are
all simple, and that there are exactly four places on the Riemann surfaces of
the inverses at ai, etc., where the inverses are uniform.
When A = 4, the relation
(14)

ff¿xpi =

oPi+i p<+1

shows that the values which or1 assumes where it is uniform at Oi+i, etc.,
are ai etc. We shall show that the same holds when A= 2. First, the above
relation shows that two of these values of or1 are at and 6¿. Similarly, the
relation ovxpi= xpi+1ai+x shows that two of the values are a, and a. It
remains to show that the fourth value is d,. If it were not, then since the
values of opr1 at d, are 6,-+i and d¿+i, the inverse of ff, opiwould take the
values 6f+i and d¿+t at some point distinct from a¿, etc. But the argument
just given for ar1 shows that crr¿ assumes the values a¿+i, 6¿+i, Ci+i, at
Oj+2etc., which means that the inverse of xpi+iai+x assumes those three values
at Oj+i etc. This, with (14), yields a contradiction.
It is visible now that the inverse of
F =

op,-ff,- xpi o.¡
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has the four critical points en, etc.. that its branch points are all simple, that
there are just four places on the surface of F~x at a», etc., where F~x is
uniform, and that the values of F~x at these places are a¿, etc.
We now work back to <t>and xi>'. From the relation
(15)

F =

(p¡ ff, .ipi a, =

ff/_.i çpf_i o-,_i i/^,_i,

we see that a~xxhas no critical points other than a¿, etc., that its branch points
are all simple, and that there are, at a,-, etc., just four places on the surface
of ar}x at which ar^ is uniform. Let the values of ff£* at these four places
be a»—i,etc. We see by (15) that the inverse of 90,-1ffi_i ip,-i has the critical
points Oi-i, etc. (all four, because it has at least eight branches), where its
branches are permuted in pairs, except that there are four places at Oi-i, etc..
where the inverse is uniform and takes the values «,, etc. Then the inverse of
(pi-\ ffi-1 *Pi-l ff»-l

has the four critical points a,_i, etc., with simple branch points, and has four
places at a,:_i, etc., where it is uniform and takes the values a¡-\, etc.
Proceeding thus, Avefind that the inverse of

(16)

®<P — Wto

has four critical points a0, b0, c0, d0, at which its branches are permuted in
pairs, except that there are four places where the inverse is uniform, assuming
the values a0, etc.
As to <7>_1
and y/_1, we see that they have no critical points other than a0,
etc., and that their branch points are all simple. When ®~x and J//_1 each
have four critical points, it is evident that their values where they are uniform
at a0, etc.. are a0, etc.
If m > 4, Cf)-1will have four critical points, so that the values of W where
it is uniform at a0, etc., are a„, etc. Suppose that m > 4, that n = 4, and
that íí/_1 has only three critical points. It is clear that at three of the places

at o0, etc., at which 0~l is uniform, it assumes values from among a0, etc.
If it did not assume one of these values at the fourth place, we would have
the contradiction that the first member of (16) has four uniform branches at
one of the points a0, etc., which do not assume the values a0, etc.
When m = 4, we must also have n — 4, so that (pi, ipi, aif are all of
degree 2. and we may assume, above, that /' = 0. It was shown above that
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in this case the values of the inverses of op,:a¡ and i/'«ff,, where they are
uniform at a¿, etc., are a, etc.
Suppose that the sequence (C) does not exist. We may take i = 0. As
ax, etc., play the same rôle in regard to q>xand xpxas a0, etc., do in regard to

% and xp0)and as O50= fx *= G>,xp0= ^ = y, we see immediately that
the values which CD-1and W'1 take at their uniform places at a0, etc., are
a0, etc.

Let X(z) be a linear function such that X(a0) — oo and that

A(&o)+ A(C6)+ *K)

-

0.

It does not matter, in this, which point is called ad. We put
<'l =

¿(fy>),

<■«= ¿(O,

«8 = ¿(«"o)-

We consider the two functions
(Ox =

Aöia-1,

ï/,

AxpA-1,

whose inverses have only simple branch points, which are found at ex, e8, es, oo.
Construct the elliptic function pz such that #>(«»)= e,, ¿ = 1, 2, 3.
This is possible because ex+ei + e-s= 0. Furthermore, the orientation of
the numbers e¿is of no importance.
As pz assumes the values e¿ and oo twice wherever it assumes one of them,
and as the branch points of ©r1 are all simple, the n values of ®r1(pz) are
uniform im kleinen, and hence also im großen. Let f(z) represent one of the n
meromorphic functions ®r1(ipz). As ®r1 assumes a value ei or oo only where
it is uniform, f(z) cannot assume a value e, or oo unless it assumes it twice.
Let p-1 z be the inverse of <pz. Then f~x z has the four critical points e¡
and oo, and its branch points are all simple. Hence there are an infinity of
meromorphic functions p-1 [f(z)]. Let ß(z) be one of these. Then

/(*)=

?[ß(z)},

or
(17)

fz =

®xp[ß(z)].

Now p[ß(z)], being algebraically related to fz, is an elliptic function.
Thenß(z) must be entire, for if it had a pole with a finite affix p[ß(z)]
would have an essential singularity with a finite affix.
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Differentiating (17), we find

(18)

f'(t)

= (Dip [ß(z)] f'[/?(*)] ß'(s).

Now p'[ß(z)], being algebraically related to p [ß(a)], is an elliptic function.
It follows from (18) that ß' (z) is an elliptic function. As ß'(z) is entire, it
must be a constant. Thus ß(z) is linear.
There exists thus a relation
p(f)

—= ®x[p(pz

+ q)],

or, what is the same, a relation

(19)

f(az + b) = <Dx(pz).

Similarly, there is a relation

(20)

p(r* + d) = WArt).

It remains only to characterize the constants. From (19) we see first,
since 2 <oxand 2 <asare periods of the first member, that
(21)

2aw, = 0,

2aa>3 = 0

(modd2«,,

2ws).

Also, since the first member of (19) has to be an even function of z, like the
second, we find

(22)
From (20), we find, similarly.
(23)

2c,mx== 0,

26 = 0
2c»s = 0,

(modd2w!, 2«»).
26 = 0

(modd2w,, 2o)3).

Finally, from the condition of permutability, we And

(24)

(a— l)d==

(c— l)h

(modd 2«„ 2«s).

Any set of constants which satisfy (21), (22), (23), (24) yield a pair of
permutable functions. All pairs of permutable functions, of the type considered
in this section, are found by transforming Ox and Wx with some linear function A(*).
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VU. THE MULTIPLICATION
FORMULASFOR p*Z
LN THE LEMNISCATICCASE

We consider here the case in which A = 3, and in which, for some i > ix,
one of the numbers a¿, ßi, yi is 2, and the other two 4. Let, for instance,
«¿ = 2, and ßi = Yi= 4.
We take first the case oik = 3, in which opr1 and xpr1 have the common
critical points a,, 6,, a. As before, we represent the orders of the substitutions
which the branches of xpr1 undergo at these points by ai, ßi, yi, respectively.
We shall prove that a¿ = 2, and that, when s > 4, ßi = yi = 4. When
s = 4, one of ßi and r¿ is 2, and the other is 4. We cannot have s = 3.
First let r be odd. Since «¿, /3,-,y<are divisors of 4, cor1must have at least
one simple point at each of a¿, bi, a. It ai were not 2, or if ßi and yi were
not divisors of 4, xpr1 would have ¿.-points in addition to the three simple
points.
Suppose that one of ßi and yi is 2 rather than 4. Let it be yi, for instance.
Unless s < 6. xpr1 W*Nsurely have more than three ¿.-points at c¿. If s = 6,
xpr1must have three simple branch points c,. This leads to the result that
xpr1^has three critical points at which its branches are permuted in pairs,
a situation proved impossible in § V. If s = 5, xpr1 would have at least three
¿-points at a, and at least one at Oj. If s = 3, xpr1 would have at least two
¿-points at a, and at least one at each of ai and bi.
Thus, when yi = 2, we have s = 4. We must have $ = 4, for the case
of «í = ßi ■= yí = 2 is known to be impossible.
When s = 4, it is necessary, since # = 4, that xpr1have two simple points,
either at o¿, or at c,-. They must be at <h, otherwise xpr1 would have four
¿-points.
We take now the case in which r is even. It is evident that r > 4, so that r

is at least 6.
First we prove that ai — 2. If a< > 2, r must be 6, and opr1 must have
three simple branch points at a<. As opr1has branch points of order 3 at 6,and at a, opr1must have two simple points at 6¿ or at xh, or the sum of its
indices would be 11 instead of 10. Thus, opr1would have at least five ¿-points.
Hence ai = 2.
As r > 6, çr1 has at least four points at 6j and a. Then either ßi or yi
must be a divisor of 4. Let it be ßi, for instance.
Let ßi *—2. The very proof used above for r odd shows that s = 4. We
know that yi cannot equal 2 in this case, and it will be seen below that yi ¿p3.
Hence, if it were possible for s to be 4, we would have yi = 4. This information
will be used below in proving that either r or s must be odd; we shall know
thus that ßi cannot be 2.
80
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Suppose that s >■4, so that $ = 4. By (9), we must haA'e y\ = 3 or 4.
We show that y\ cannot be 3 for any value of «. If y'i were 3, at least two
of the orders aj+i, #+i, yi\-\ of the substitutions at the critical points of tp~}x
must equal 3. The orders «¡+i. ¡hi, Yi \, at the critical points of (prxx, are
certainly divisors of 4. They cannot all be 4. If two of them are 2, we see
from § V that two of «¿- i, etc. must be 2. If one of a,+i. etc. is 2 and the
other two 4, the argument above shows that two of «'.-]. etc. are diA'isors

of 4. Hence y'¿— 4.
We shall now examine the Riemann surfaces of tpr1 and tic1. It will suffice
to deal with tpr1.
Suppose first that /■is odd. Then the indices of (p~l at ajf 6., c; are not
greater, respectively, than

>—1
2 '

3(r—1)
4
'

è(r — 1)
4 ' "

As the sum of the three indices is 2r — 2, the upper bounds just given must
be the actual values of the indices. Thus q>rx has one simple point and
(r —1)/2 simple branch points at a,-, and one simple point and (r — D./4
branch points of order 3 at 6? and at &••
Let r noAvbe even. We shall prove that (p~l has tAvosimple points, either
at 6?;or at c¡. We knoAVthat a'i+x, $+i, yi+x are divisors of 4. They cannot
all be 2, as we have seen several times. Thus one of them at least must be 4.
This is possible only if (p~l has either at bi or at c¡ a point whose order is
prime to 4. Such a point has to be a simple point if ß; and y¡ equal 4. Also,
since >•is eAren,the simple points of qjr1 must come in pairs.
Suppose that the tAvosimple points are at c¡. If r = 2, mod4, there must
be a simple branch point at 6¿. If r = 0, mod4, there must be a simple
branch point at c¿, in addition to the two simple points. The two simple points
and the simple branch point are the A-points of (p~l.
We show noAvthat either /• or s is odd. Suppose that both are even. By
what precedes, Avemay suppose that tpr1 has two simple points at a. Thus
VT+i would have two critical points with similar substitutions of order 4,
Avhereasthe preceding paragraph shoAvsthat the substitutions cannot be
similar when r is even.
We consider now the case of k —■2. We must have s = 3, or s — 2.
If s were 3, tp~l would have an A-point at each of its critical points, which
Avouldbe points of order 3, and three A-points at that critical point of yr1
Avhichis not a critical point of tp~l. Hence, s = 2. If the critical points
of Hit1 Avere 6(. and c., they Avouldbe A-points of ifr~l and ty~l Avouldalso
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have two ¿-points at ai. Thus we may assume that the critical points of iJj~x

are a, and a.
We shall show that, when k = 2, /is

odd. Suppose that r is even. If
t¿tíj is to have critical points, opr1 must have two simple points, either at a, ■
or at c¡. Suppose that they are at a¡. Consider the relation

F = (f; 'Di+i =

xp/(p; .j.

It follows from F = op, xp¡+ithat among the values of F~l at «¿ are the two
values which ipz\ assumes as its critical points. One of these values is the
affix of a critical point of q>-}2with a substitution of order 2, and hence the
affix of a critical point of xpr}2. Now, from F = xp.y>(+v since the affixes
of the critical points of xpr}2are values of yr* at its simple points, it follows
that the value of xp~l at ai is the affix of a critical point of <pr^va falsity.
If the two simple points are at cp opr,^will have two simple points at its
critical point with substitution of order 2, something just seen to be impossible.
Thus, when k =-= 2, r is odd, so that opr1has one simple point at each of
Hi, h, c¡. Furthermore, it is easy to show, by the method already frequently
used, that the value av x which xpf1assumes at its simple point at a, is the
value of xpr1 at ct, and that the values bi+l and ci+1which opr1assumes at its
simple points at bi and c. are the two values of xpr1 at bv
Suppose that r is odd. If s is odd, xpr1and xpr1have the same value, of A,
at their simple points at «,-, and the same pair of values 6¿+i and Cf+iat their
simple points at 6t and c¿. If s is even, xpr1 takes the values bi+l and ci+1 at
its simple points, and the value a¡-\i at its simple branch point which is an
¿-point.
In what remains to be done, it is unnecessary to use the condition that
r>s. Accordingly, we work under the legitimate and convenient assumption
that r is odd.
The details from this point on are entirely analogous to the corresponding
details in the three cases already treated. It is the easiest matter to prove
that or1 has no critical points other than ai+i, 6,-¡-i,c,+i, and that the orders
of the substitutions which its branches undergo at those points are divisors
of 2, 4 and 4 respectively. Also we work back readily to <D-1and y-1.

These have no critical points other than three certain points a0, 60, c0, at
which their branches undergo substitutions whose orders are divisors of 2, 4
and 4 respectively. If the degree of either permutable function is odd, the
branches of its inverse are permuted in pairs at a0, except one which is uniform and has the value «n. At 60 and r0 its branches are permuted in fours,
no»
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except that, both at 60 and at c0, there is a place on the surface of the inverse
where the inverse is uniform, and the values of the inverse at these places
are (as a pair) 60 and c0. If the degree is even, the branches are permuted
in pairs at a0. Either at 60 or at c0, there are two uniform branches
whose values are 60 and c0, and a simple branch point, where the value
assumed is c0.
To identify CPand W, we choose any number w, different from zero, and
construct p (z\ w, im). It is well known that in this lemniscatic case, e¡¡= 0,
and e3 = —ex. We consider noAv p*z. Where it assumes the value oo,
namely, at the points congruent to the origin, it assumes it four times.
Similarly, the value 0 is assumed only at the points congruent to mt, and then
four times, while the value e\ is assumed twice at all points congruent to u>x
and w8. There are no values other than oo, 0, and e\ which are assumed
more than once by psz at any point.
We now take a linear function X(z) such that

A(0o) = 4,

Hh) = 0,

X(c0) = 00,

and deal with
®x = X O A"1,

Wl=

X WX-1.

Precisely as in the preceding section, we find that

p'(az+b)

=

01(piz),

p*(cz + d) =

^(p'z),

where

2awi = 0,

2cwi=0

(modd2wi, 2ws) (¿ = 1,3).

To determine 6, we note that, in the lemniscatic case, p* iz = p*z. Hence, if

zx =

izt

(modd2«1, 2w,),

we must have,

azt + b = iazt + ib

(modd 2«!, 2t»s).
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Multiplying the first congruence through by a, and subtracting the result from
the second, we have

6(1 — i) = O

(modd2»1, 2«„).

A similar condition holds for d. Furthermore, as in the preceding cases
(a — l)d = (c — 1)6

(modd2«1, 2w8).

VIH. The multdplication formulas for p'z in
THE EQUIANHARMONIC
CASE

We take, for A = 3, the case in which, for some i > ix, a^ = ßi = yt = 3.
We cannot have r = 2, mod 3, for in that case, the sum of the indices
of opr1could be at most 2r — 4.
Ifr = l, mod 3, there is one simple point at each critical point of tpr1, and
the other points are all of order 3.
If r = 0, mod 3, there are three simple points at one of the critical points,
and none at either of the others.
Let k = 3. Then o¿ = ßi = yi = 3, else xpr1 would have more ¿-points
than its three simple points. The surface of xpr1 is of one of the types
described above.
If k = 2, we must have s = 3, lor it s were 2, xpr1would have four ¿-points.
When k = 2, we must have r = 1, mod 3, and it can be shown, as in the
preceding sections, that opr1 and tyr1 assume the same three values at their
simple points.
It is most easy now to introduce o¿ and to work back to ® and V1. The
inverses of these two functions have no critical points other than certain three
points a0, 60, c0. On the Riemann surface of the inverse of either function,
there are precisely three places at a0, 60, c0, at which the inverse is uniform,
and the values of the inverse at these places are a0, 60, c0.
To identify ® and *P, we construct p(z | », e*ils») where w is any number
different from zero. As p(z\o)x, <»8)is a homogeneous function of degree
— 2 in z, »j and w3,and as p (z \ w, e*m w) is identical with p (z \e2**'8w, — w),
we have, in the present case,
2»ri

pe

8 2 =

2iti

e 8

pz.
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Differentiating, we find
■ini

/,""■"

'iw i

z -~-- p'z.

p"e~

•ITZi

*
p tu fí ,!

in i

z =- P~

p"z,

2 It i

Z« — c «"

p tu- Z.

Hence, if
uni

(25)

^ 3 2 ^

2

(modd 2m. 2h 3 «).

we will have, except for z = 0, when y/> = oo,

(26)

y/'.? = p'"f = 0.

We consider the folloAvingtAvosolutions of (25):
-i
Z,

--Z--

2m
2 ni

2„ —

2w + 2eT w
3»!

i —«T»"

1— e 8

We cannot have zx = zt, modd 2m, 2e 3 w, for

2s-2,

.-= 2 U>—

2n i

1
and the modulus of the second member of the last congruence is less than
that of 2w, the period of smallest modulus. We may suppose that2x and zt
lie Avithinthe same parallelogram.
From (26), it folloAvsthat the values p'(zx) and p'(ea) are each assumed at
least three times by p'(z) at zx and 2*. But since p"(z) vanishes just four
times in a parallelogram, these values are assumed precisely three times each.
Furthermore, no other value, except oo, is ever assumed more than once at
a point. Also, as p' (z) assumes every value just three times in a parallelogram,
y/(2j) and p'(zt) are not equal.
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We now take a linear A(2) such that
X(a0) =

oo,

A(6„) = *>'(*,),

A<c„) == p'(z2),

and let
Í/Í, =

Â (I) A"' ,

iPt =

i i// A"1.

We find
p'(az+b)

= <f>,
((/?>,

/(c*-fd)

= Wxip't),

where
2 a « = 0,

i

air/.

2cw = 0

:

(modd2w, 2e 3 w).

27LL\

*'

(l — 0 •')* = <>, (l — e»)d==0

(modd2«, 2<fr«)J

(« —l)d

(modd2<o, 2^"»"»).

and
== (r — 1)6

IX. The multiplication formulas for p3z in
THE EQUIANHARMONIC
CASE

Referring to (9), we find that the only case still to be treated is that, under
A = 3, in which, for some i>ix, one and only one of «,;, ßi, y¡ equals 2, and
a second equals 3. We let a, = 2, ßt = 3, y¡+^2. We may assume that
a¡ = 2, ßj = 3, yj 4= 2 for every j >■i, for the work of the preceding sections
shows that a different set of values of a¡. etc.. would imply other values than
those assumed for «,-, etc.
We prove first that k —3. If k were 2, we would have * = 3 or » = 2.
If s were 3, xpr1 would have three simple points at that critical point of opr1
which is not a critical point of xpr1. This leads to the contradiction that
«,+1 — ßi+l = yj+1. Suppose that 8 = 2. Then a„ must be a critical point
of xpr1, for if the critical points of xpr1 were 6,-and c¡, xpr1 would have an
¿-point at each of these two points, in addition to two ¿-points at a». The
only way in which o,-+i can equal 2 is for r¡ to be the second critical point
of «/'r1, and for y¿ to equal 4. Then airX — 2. ¡if,-,!— y,-.,i — 3. which is
impossible, for the argument just presented shows that one of /i,, i and jv-h
must be 4, as y, is. Thus /.= 3.
We must have, of course, 3 < y, ¿ 6. We shall show that y, — :•'»when
r — 4, and that otherwise y, — 6.
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Suppose first that yi = 3. We cannot have r = 2, mod-3, for q>rxwould
have four simple points at 6i and a, which would be A-points. Suppose that
r = 0, mod 3. If there are no simple points at 6¿ or at a, the sum of the
indices of (pjx at 6i and a is 4 r/3. Hence the index at Oi is 2r/3 — 2. This
means, since (pjx has only simple branch points at a,-, that

1-*^r>
or r < 12. If r = 12, gpr1 has six simple branch points at a,. Hence, if qjr1
has an A-point at Oi, it has six, and if it has one at 6i (or at a), it has four.
If r = 9, there is a simple point and four simple branch points at a(-. The
simple point must be the only A-point at a<, else there would be five. But if
there were an A-point at 6¿(or at Cj)there would be three, which is impossible
because of the A-point at Oi. When r = 6, there are two simple points at ai,
and the impossibility follows as in the preceding cases. In the case in which
r — 0, mod 3, and in which there are simple points at 6j, or a, we see that
there must be just three simple points, either at 6i or at d. This would require
that the index of (pjx at Oi be 2r/3, which is impossible, since q>jx has only
simple branch points at Oi.
Thus, when y = 3, we have r = 1, mod3, so that there is a simple point
at 6i and at <h. The sum of the indices at 6,-and a is 4(r —1)/3, so that the
index at a,-is 2(r—1)/3. Then

so that r = 4. There are two simple branch points at a¿.
In the case of r = 4, we must have s = 4, or s = 3. The branches
of ipr1 must undergo at at a substitution of order 2, else (p~l would have two
A-points at en, in addition to the two simple points at 6¿ and a. Then we
cannot have s = 4, for in that case, either none or two of «í+i etc. would
equal 2, according as tpr1 had none or two simple points at av Thus s = 3,
and tpr1 has a simple point and a simple branch point at a¿. At either bi
or cv tprx must have a branch point of order 2, else <prl would have four
A-points. Let it be at bv Then tpj1 has a simple point and a simple branch
point at Ci.
We show now that the values 4 and 5 are impossible for yv so that yi = 6
when r > 4.

We may suppose that «i+1 = 2, ßi+i = 3. We shall show first that if
yi were 4 or 5, yi+1 would equal yt. This will follow as soon as we show
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that yi+1 41 3, for, from the way in which aj+1 etc. depend upon ai etc., it is
clear that yi+1 cannot exceed 4 if y. = 4, and that y?Jt cannot be 4, or more

than 5, if yi = 5.
That y¿^1 41 3 when r > 4 was proved above. Let /• = 4. We have to
consider the possibility of y¿ = 4. In that case, opr1must have two simple
points at ax and one at bv That xpr1 may have no other .¿-points, it is
necessary that ßi = 3. Hence, as s<4, xpr1 cannot have more than one
¿.-point at h. Thus there cannot be two of the numbers «f+1 etc. which

equal 3, and as ft+i « 3, y¿+i ^ 3. This finishesthe proof that y,+i = y.
When yi — °> we see directly that for «*i+ietc. to equal 2, 3, 5, respectively, xpr1 must have one and only one ¿-point at each of av etc. Also when
y == 4, xpr1 must have one and only one point at c{ whose order is prime
to 4, so that s is odd, and xpr1 must also have an ¿.-point at af.
Thus, if yi is either 4 or 5, xpr1 has a single .¿-point at each of av etc.
We shall show that these ¿-points are simple points, and that ai etc. are
respectively equal to 2, 3 and yf.
First, we cannot have «í = ßi = y¿ = 3, for the work of the preceding
section shows that xpr1 would have three simple points at av etc., and xp-1
would have other ¿-points, either at at, or at a. Hence, by (9), one of «J, etc.,
is 2. Now, neither ßi nor yi can equal 2, else xpr1 would have more than one
¿-point at 6, or Cirespectively. Thus, a¿ = 2, so that xpr1 has a simple point
at av Now xpr1 must have more than one point at cv else, since it has only
simple branch points at at, it would have only simple branch points at h,
and ßi would equal 2. As xpr1 has just one ¿-point at cv the orders of all of
its points but one at c{must be multiples of yr Since $ > 2, we must have
yi < 2y,-, for y, > 3, and the sum of the reciprocals of ai etc. is at least unity.
Thus yi — y, and there is a simple point at a. By similar reasoning, we find
that ßi = 3, and that there is a simple point at 6,-.
Now, the sum of the indices of xpr1 is
«— I
2(8 — 1) , (yi — l)(s—l)
2 +
3
+
Yi
a quantity inferior to 2s—2, if yi is 4 or 5.
We have proved that y¿ = 6 when it is not 3.
Before discussing the surfaces of opr1 and xpr1, for yi = 6, we shall show
that ai = 2 and # = 3. If «i is not two, the only way in which q>rl can have
fewer than four ¿-points at a, is for opr1to have just six branches, which are
permuted in three pairs at a¿. This implies, however, since Yi = 6, that opr1
has simple points at 6,. Hence «i = 2. Again, if ßi^: 3, every point of opr1
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at 6j is an A-point. Hence, /• < 10, and /• + 8. Also, if /■is odd, (p~x has
a simple point at a,, so that r cannot be 9 or 7. Finally, if r be 6, (p~l must
have no simple points at 6,-,and this requires that <p~xhave four simple points
at Oi. Hence ß' = 3.
In Avhat follows, Aveshall not use the condition that ;• > ». Thus all results
obtained for q>rl will hold for tpr1, Avheny\ — 6.
We shall shoAVfirst that Avecannot have r = 2, mod 3. We may assume
that a/ ; i, /3j+i, Yi-\-xare 2, 3 and 6 respectively. We know then that aí+i — 2,
$+i = 3. Now, as <p~xhas tAvosimple points at 6, if r = 2, mod 3, Avemust
have y'i-\-i= 3. But if r = 2, mod 3, not all of the points of (p~^\at c/vi can
have orders which are multiples of 3. This fact, together Avith the fact that
(¡p-j^has two simple points at 6,+i. shows that «5+2= #-:» == yU-2= 3,
AvhereasAvemust have «¿+2= 2.
Thus, r = 0, 1, 3 or 4, mod 6. We examine the surface of aç1 for each of

these cases.
First, suppose that r = 0, mod 6. Every point of tpr1 at 6¿is of order 3.
Hence the index of q>jx at h is 2r/3. At a¡, tpj1 will have either none or two
simple points. Hence its index at a¿ is either r/2 or r/2 — 1. Thus the index
of (p~rlat a is either 5r/6 — 2 or 5r/6 — 1 ; we shall see that it has the former
value, so that there are no simple points at a¡.
Suppose that q>rl has, at c,, w points of order 6, x points of order 3, y points
of order 2 and 2 simple points. Then

(27)

$w + 3x+2y

+ z — r.

If the index at c Avère5//G — 1. Avewould have

(28)

ÔW+ 2X + U ^^1

— 1.

Multiplying through by 6/5 in (28), and subtracting the result from (27). we find

3«r . 4// . _

6

The only solutiou of tliis equation in positive integers is ( — 2. // = U, .a = 0.
This means that (p~x must have tAA'opoints of order 3 at ry. and that all its
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other points at a, if such exist, are of order 6. if y\ were not 3. xpr1 would
have at least two ¿.-points at a, in addition to the two simple points at «¿.
But if yi = 3, xpr1 will have no ¿-points other than the two at a¡. Thus there
are no simple points at a,, and we have

5 w + 2x + ,// — —-2,
so that

5

5

5 "

The solution ¿e —-4, y — z — 0 leads to an absurdity by the argument just
given. The only other solution is x = y = z = 1.
Hence, when r = 0, mod 6, all branches of opr1must be permuted in pairs
at ai, and in triples at 6,-. At a, there is a simple point, a point of order 2,
and one of order 3. If there are other points at a, they are of order 6.

We prove now that yi = 6. By (9),2 < yi < 6. If yi were 2, 3 or 4, c>r¿
would have a critical point with at least three simple points which would arise
from the critical point of opr1at c<. This is impossible, for the critical points of
xpr1^are evidently similar to those of opr1. If y'¡were 5, aj+i etc. would have
the impossible values 5, 5, 5. Thus, y'i= 6.
In the case of r = 1, mod 6, xpr1 has one simple point at a¿, and one at 6¿.
We see as above, only with less trouble, that opr1has one simple point at c¡,
and that its other points at c¡ are of order 6; also that yi — 2,3, or 6,
according as s = 3, s = 4 or s > 4.

Similarly, when » = 3, mod 6, xpr1 has a single simple point at ai, and
none at 6t. At a, it has a simple point, a simple branch point, and all its
other points are of order 6. As before, y¿ is a divisor of 6. It is impossible
for s to be 3. When s = 4, yi = 3, and when s > 4, yi = 6.
We suppose finally that r = 4, mod 6. At 6f, opr1 must have just one
simple point, and its index is 2 (r — l)/3. The index at a¡ would be rl2 — 1
if there were two simple points at a,, otherwise rl2. Hence the index of xpr1
at ci is either

we shall show that the index has the latter value, so that yr1 has no simple
points at «,;.
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Suppose that the index had the first value. We would have

bw + 2x + y = -g-g-,

and using (27), we find
3x , 4w ,

2

which has no solutions. Hence the second value is the true one, and

3* . 4« .
8
+ z — —.
5^5^
5

-—

This equation has the solutions x = 0, y = 2, 2 = 0, and a; = 1, y — 0,
2=1.
We show that the solution y = 2 is impossible. First, y\ is a divisor
of 6, else (prx would have at least three A-points at a in addition to the
simple point at &i. But as all the points of q>Tlat a would be of even order
if y = 2, the only way for a'i+l to equal 2 would be for y'i to be divisible by 4.
Hence y 4=2. Thus, q>~1has one simple point and one point of order 3 at a,
and its other points at c are of order 6.
If s = 3, y'i= 2. Also, s = 4 is impossible. Finally, y'i= 6 when s >■3.
We have already called attention to the fact that when y'i = 6 the above
discussion of the surface of (pr1 applies also to the surface of tpr1.
The surfaces of (pTxand ipr1 being recognized, we can use the methods of
the foregoing sections to work back to the surfaces of CO-1and '//_1. There
are, indeed, several cases to be examined, and diophantine equations like
those used above must be employed in discussing the surface of or1, but no
new ideas have to be introduced.
We find that the degrees of ®~x and W'1 are congruent to 0, 1, 3 or 4,
mod 6, and that the inverse of each has three critical points, called below
a0, 60, c0. We shall describe V; similar remarks will apply to O.
If n = 0, mod6, the branches of ^_1 are all permuted in pairs at a0, and
all in triples at 60. At c0, y/_1 has one uniform branch with value c0, one
simple branch point at which W'1 = 60, and one branch point of order 2 at
which V-1 = a0. If n>6, the remaining branches are permuted in sixes
at t„
If n = 1, mod 6, W 1 has one uniform branch at a0 whose value is a0, and
the other branches of W~xare permuted in pairs at a0 ; at 60, there is a uniform
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branch whose value is 60, and the other branches are permuted in triples;
at f0, there is one uniform branch whose value is c0, while the other branches
are permuted in sixes.
If n = 3, mod 6, there is one uniform branch at a0 whose value is a0; atc0

there is one uniform branch whose value is c0, and one simple branch point
for which y_1 = 6„. If n > 3, the other branches are permuted in sixes at c0,
If n = 4, mod6, y-1 has one uniform branch at 6„ whose value is 60.
At c„, Ji/_1 has one uniform branch whose value is c0, and one branch point
of order 2 at which V-1 == a0. Also if n >4, the other branches are permuted in sixes at c0.
To identify ® and W, we use the function p(z\xo, emlsm) of the preceding'
section. Putting pax = ex, we have, from the homogeneity formulas,
■¿ni

es =

p w2 =

im

e 8 e,,

et =

p »a =

e 8 ex.

The values a cannot be zero, else pz would have six zeros in a parallelogram.
Hence, as p'z vanishes only when z is a half-period, pz vanishes only once
wherever it vanishes.
We consider now the function psz. Wherever it assumes the values ê\, 0,
and oo, it assumes them 2, 3 and 6 times respectively. There are no other

multiple values.
We take a linear Au) such that
A(a0) =

e\,

A(60) — 0,

A(c0) — oo,

and introduce ®x and Wx. We find

ps(az+b)

= ®x(p*z),

pHcz+d)

= WA?'),

where
lti

2axa = 0,
(xi

\

1-e"1"/ = 0,

2cw = 0
I

(modd2 m, 2 e"1"w);

m \

d\l—e"»"/ = 0

ni

(modd2», 2e^'«);
Tti

(a—l)d

= (c —1)6

(modd2<B,2e~r»).

The second congruence is found from the equation pieni,sz — psz.
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X. Permutable functions with a commoniterate
The results of the preceding section are based upon the assumption that
every function of the sequence (C) is of degree less than m and less than n;
that is, that for no i is one of the functions a» (pi, a¡ tpi a rational function of
the other. The removal of this assumption Avili lead to a new ckös of permutable pairs of functions.
It will be convenient, in Avhatfollows, to represent qp*ff«by tf>(and */>»•
o¿
by tP{. The preceding sections deal Aviththe sequences

f/>„, (/>,, <IK,-nu,

...,

(29)
</>0, tpu

W2, ....

tVh ....

Let us suppose now that for i > i0 (this i0 is not to be confused with the i0
of § nr), one of the functions <D¿,Wi is a rational function of the other. It
fixes the ideas to suppose that i0 is the smallest number of this type. If Ave
assume that m > n, Avewill be sure that it is O^ which is a rational function
of VV Let ®i„= ß0 Wi,. The permutability of 0U and Wu gives

ßo ^o

«'i.

=

**

ßo Wh:

=

V'ußoi

or
ßo^fo

so that Wi«is permutable with ß0.
We distinguish the following tAvocases :
(a) $, is of degree greater than unity;
(6) ßo is linear.
Suppose that we have met Case (a). It will be convenient to replace the
pair of symbols W^ and ß0 by the pair tf>i0and Wx0,and Avesuppose the new
symbols to replace the old in such a way that the degree of fl)10is not less
than that of Wi0. We have thus

®i, ~

and lV\ is either 01O or f>\0.

®x0 V',o =

«//jo ®w,
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We deal now with ®xo and Wi0 exactly as we dealt originally with <!>„
and 'l''0, and obtain the sequences
'/>,„,

f/>u.

01S.

....

'PI0,

<PU,

î/>12. ....

</>,,, ....
»/'I,.

The following two cases are here possible :
(a) There is no i such that ®u is a rational function of »#»"1,-;
(6) For i>ix, ®u is a rational function of 'Pi¡.
If Case (6) is at hand, wê deal with ®u, and 'Pi/, exactly as we treated <b¡,
and V>V0
above.
The process we are employing leads finally to two sequences of permutable
functions, rational and non-linear,
</V, ®Pi, ®pj, -...• ®ph ■■-,

(30)
'I'po, 'f''pi, '¡''p2, ....

ll¡r¡, .■■,

the common degree of the functions in the first sequence being at least equal
to that of the functions in the second, and the two sequences having one of
the two following properties :
(I) There is no i such that ®pi is a rational function of ll>'p¡;
(II) For i > ip, ®Pi is a linear function of tPpi.
Case (I), which does not yield any new types of functions, is quickly
disposed of.
We know that <Z>po
and Wpocome from one of the several types of multiplication theorems discussed in the preceding sections. To take an example
which is typical, suppose that the periodic function involved is cos z. Then
the inverses of the three functions
®po,

'Pi* 1

0i* Wp»

have no critical points other than certain three points a0, 60, c0, at the first
two of which their branches are permuted in pairs, except that there are two
places on the surface of each inverse at a0 and 60 where each inverse is
uniform and assumes the values a0 and 60; at c0, the branches of each inverse
are permuted in a single cycle, and the single value of each inverse is c0.
Now, since
®p-\,if^

=

®po ''"no,
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and since Wp-i,ir_l is either ®po or Wpo, we can work back to ®p-\,o, Wp-1,0,

and show by the familiar process that these last two functions come from the
multiplication formulas for cos 2. Continuing in this fashion, we find that fl>0
and W0 are also given by the multiplication formulas for cos 2.
An examination of all other possibilities shows similarly that every pair of
permutable functions which comes under Case (I) is given by one of the multiplication formulas of the preceding sections.
We take now Case (ID, in which 0pip is a linear function of W& . For
brevity, we represent these two functions by 0X and Wx, respectively. We
have

©«,= ßw«,,
where ß(z) is linear.
As above, WMand ß are permutable. We have thus to determine the
circumstances under which a rational function of degree greater than unity is
permutable with a linear function. This question has been solved by Julia,*
but it will not hurt to give a brief treatment of it here.
The linear function ß(z) has either two fixed points or one. In the first
case, if X(z) is a linear function which carries the fixed points to 0 and 00
respectively, XßX~xwill be of the form e2. In the second case, if A(2) carries
the single fixed point to 00, XßX~xwill be of the form z + h. Thus, if 0O
and Woand all of the functions of the several sequences are transformed with
X~x, we may suppose that ß(z) is either sz or z + h.
If ß(z) were of the form z + h. with h +: 0, we would have
Wx(z + h) =

Wa0(z) + h,

so that, indicating differentiation with an accent, we find
W'^z + h) =

W'M(z).

Hence W"x(2) would be periodic, and, being rational, would be a constant.
This would require that Wx (z) be linear.
Thus ß(z) must have two fixed points, and
(31)
* Loc. cit., p. 177.

Wo0(ez) =

eWx(z).
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Differentiating, we find

WU(**) -

W'niz).

If e were not a root of unity, W'^(z) would assume, for each of the distinct
points erzx(zldLzO, oo; r = 1, 2, ...), the same value as at zx. Hence,
W'ao(z), being rational, Avouldbe a constant, and W„ (z) would be linear.
Thus, e is a root of unity, let us say, a primitive rth root of unity. We read
directly from (31) that Wao(z)/z is a rational function of 2r, that is,

'/'<»(') = zR(f),
where R(z) is a rational function.
Referring now to the definitions, given in the introduction, of the operations
of the first and second types, we see immediately that if the pair of non-linear
permutable functions ®(z) and W(z) do not come from the multiplication
tJieorems ofthe periodic functions, there exists a linear X(z) such thatX0X~l
and XWX~l can be obtained by repeated operations of the first and second types,
starting from a pair of functions

zB(z>),

ezB(z'),

where B(z) is rational, and where e is a primitive rth root of unity.

As we do not determine all cases in which operations of the first type are
possible, the process just described can certainly not be accepted as furnishing
a neat characterization of the pairs of functions which come under Case (II).
Nevertheless, we shall progress much further in the study of this case. In
particular, we shall settle completely the case in which 0(z) and W(z) are
polynomials.
We begin by proving that if the pair of permutable functions 0 (z) and W(z)
come under Case (II), in partictdar, if 0 (z) and W(z) do not come from the
multiplication theorems of the periodic functions, some iterate of0(z)is identical
with some iterate of W(z).

We have shown that
®K =

î Wpif.

We denote the nth iterate of any function F(z) by F<n)(t). As V^'is
permutable Avithez, we have

<

= *"<,
ai
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and, in particular, since fr — 1,

(32)

'PÏÏ = «PÍ2.

We have regard now to the manner in which the two functions of (32) are
obtained from those which precede them in (30). We write
*Í».<,-1 ^= <P<f,

Wpj-t

=

Xpfí,

®pl

fJ'pi„

=

«V,

(33)
=

«<P,

our failure to attach subscripts to a, xpand xf>causes no confusion. Thus (32)
may be written
atp

...

ff op =

ff </' • • • o* i/'

so that, operating on both sides of the last equation with op, and replacing s
by a(z), we have
opffop ••• ffopff =

xpaxp ■■■ axpa.

As opffand xpa are permutable, we find
xpaxp ■■■axpa =

xp ■■■ axpatpa.

Removing xpafrom the beginning of each member of this equation, we have
cpa ...

opff =

xpa • • ■ xjja,

that is,
♦PaV-i — lI'p,i-\.

Continuing thus, we see that the rth iterates of ®poand «P^ are equal. Now,
since
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we see directly that

There is nothing to prevent us from working back through the sequence which
precedes (30) as we did through (30), and thence onward through the earlier
sequences. We find thus that some iterate of ®(z) is identical with some
iterate of W(z).
We turn for a while to the case in which ® (z) and *V(e) are polynomials.
In a paper published a few years ago,* we determined all pairs of polynomials
which have an iterate in common, and the results there produced could be
used to settle quickly the problem now before us. However, we shall gain
a better insight into the nature of the fractional permutable functions which
have an iterate in common by studying the polynomial case from the grouptheoretic point of view of the present paper, and of our paper Prime and composite polynomials.

From a result stated at the bottom of page 54 of the paper just mentioned,
it follows that, if ® (z) and 'P(z) are polynomials, we may suppose that the
functions in the sequences (29) to (30) inclusive are all polynomials.
We prove now that when ®(z) and W(z) are polynomials, then, in (30),
®pois a linear function of «P>. Suppose that this is not so, and that the first
pair of functions in (30) which are linear functions of each other are ®pipand
Wpt, where ip > 0. We have already seen that if ® (z) and W(z) are subjected
to a suitable linear transformation (in this case integral), we will have

or, by (33),
(34)

<l>jtii— atp = taxp.

Now the algorithm which produces the sequence (30) supposes that no
rational ß(z) of degree greater than 1 exists, such that op = £/?, xp = %ß.
We have shown, however, (loc. cit., p. 56) that if ®plphas two decompositions
of the types shown in (34), in which opand xp are of the same degree, opmust
be a linear function of V. This completes the proof that ®po is a linear
function of <P>.
* These Transactions,

vol. 21 (1920), p. 313.
31*
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We may suppose, thus, that

topo = ezB(f),

Wpo = zR(zr),

where s is an rth root of unity, and AvhereR(z) is a polynomial."
Hence

(35)

'"»-i.w

= *«#,.

Vp-Li,^ =•- «i #i»,

Avhere»lf if not equal to e, is unity.
We shall show noAvthat r/)p_Ji0 is a rational function of Vp-i.oi so that
these two functions may be considered to be given by (35). If this were not
the case, we would have

(36)

tfp-i-v-! = a<P,

*ï-i,v,

= a*l>,

where no non-linear ß(z) exists such that q>= aß, \p = cß.
the second equation of (36), we find
(37)

'h-Wp-t

= ^ypo^-M,-!

From (35), and

= e^Wpoaip.

Thus, by (37) and the first equation of (36), q>and xpwould determine systems
of imprimitivity of the group of the inverse of 0p-¡ii¡)i with not more than
one letter in common. For this it would be necessary (loc. cit., p. 57), that
the degrees of f and tp be prime to each other. This produces the contra-

diction that the degree of 0p-\,i _%is not divisible by that of Wp-\¿pi.
Hence, we have

Avhereet and es are rth roots of unity, and where j is 1 or 2.
Continuing thus, we find that ifto(z) and W(z) are permutable polynomials
(non-linear), which do not comefrom the multiplication formulas ofe* or cos z,
there exist a linear X(z), and a polynomial

G(z) = zR(zr),
* The case of r = 1 does not require a separate statement, for we may suppose, using
a suitable linear transformation, that all polynomials met are divisible byz.
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such that

(I) = l-1(etGVtn),

¡h = A-i(*s gf>1)

where ex and e2 are rth roots of unity.

Furthermore, this necessary condition for permutability is immediately seen
to be sufficient. In fact, if R(z) is any rational function, integral or fractional,
the above formulas will give a pair of permutable rational functions.
When we seek explicit formulas for the permutable pairs of fractional
functions which do not come from the multiplication theorems of the periodic
functions, things do not go through smoothly. For instance, it is not necessary
that one of the functions ® and *P should be a rational function of the other,
as is always the case for polynomials.
We shall give an example of such a case. Let
, ,

eV + 2

,. ,

9(') = "-rr-ry-,

*8+2

, .

<PO = 77^,

z2 — 4

«(*) = -r~r-,

where e is a primitive third root of unity. We shall see below that ® = opa
and W = xpa are permutable. We observe at present that ® is not a linear
function of 'P; if it were, xpwould be a linear function of xf>,which is not so,
because xpis infinite for z = —1 and z = 00, whereas xpis infinite for g = 00,

but not for z = — 1. We have
a(P =

z3 — 8
ee g»—i >

al!J =

*8 — 8
z z9 — 1 •

As xp(z) = xp(ez), and as axp(ez) = eaxp(z), we have
(paxpa — xp(eaxpa) — xpaxp(sa) =

xpaxpa.

This means that ® and 'P, which, we repeat, are not linear functions of each
other, are permutable.
It can be shown that ® and V do not come from the multiplication theorems
of the periodic functions. We shall escape the calculations connected with
this question by modifying the example. Let ß(z) be any rational function
such that ß(ez) = eß(z), where e is a primitive third root of unity. We
consider the functions
f/> =

xpßa,

'P =

xpßa,
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where a, a>and ip are the three functions of the second degree used above.
As aboA'e, 0 is not a linear function of W. Also,
qpßaipßa

=

ifj(sßaipßa)

=

tpßatp(eßa)

=

ipßttipßv,

so that (/>and W are permutable.
It is easily seen, since ß(z) is of a very general type, that, by suitably
choosing ß(z), we can make the critical points of to"1 and of W~xnumerous
and complicated at pleasure. This means that * and W cannot come from
the multiplication theorems of the periodic functions, for, if they did, their
inverses would have at most four critical points.
In the above example, 0 and W have the same third iterate.
Concerning the pairs of permutable fractional functions which come neither
from the multiplication theorems of the periodic functions, nor from the
iteration of a function, the only information we have, in addition to the fact
that the functions of the pair have an iterate in common, is that contained in
the statement on page 443. We think that the example given above makes it
conceivable that no great order may reign in this class.
Columbia University,
New York, N. Y.

